Films on Demand Instructions for D2L

Last Update: Fall 2017

To link to videos from Films on Demand in D2L, please follow these instructions.

First, go to the Films on Demand page.


If you are on campus you will go directly to the resource. If you are off-campus you must login to Films on Demand using your MyJCCC username and ID.

Search for a film by title, segment or transcript.
Select a film from the list and click on the title.

Denial of Mental Illness
From Title: Dad's in Heaven with Nixon: An Autism Journey Through Art
Mr. Murray, father of Chris and his siblings, refused to see mental health specialists for his explosive rage....

Personality Disintegration and Mental Illness
From Title: Dad's in Heaven with Nixon: An Autism Journey Through Art
His mental illness worsening over time, Mr. Murray spoke gibberish to his children. His eldest son recalls in vivid detail the last time he saw his father....

Mental Illness and Health Insurance Discrimination
From Title: Depression: Cut of the Shadows
Federal and state regulations on health care often discriminate against mental illness. Some insurance policies, Medicaid and Medicare won't cover the treatment....

You will not be able to embed the film into your D2L page. You will need to provide a link to the film instead. Embedded films will only work on campus. They will not work off campus.
If you want to link to the entire film:

- Click on the Embed/Link Option

**Depression: Out of the Shadows**  - Full Video (01:26:31)

- Copy and paste the Record URL provided in the box below into D2L

**Embed/Link**


**Embed Size:**
- Small (420px Wide)
- Medium (660px Wide)
- Large (885px Wide)
- Custom Size

**Embed Code:**

<iframe height='530' frameborder='0' style='border:1px solid #ddd;' width='600'>"
If you want to link to one or more segments:

- Select the desired segment from the menu on the right and click on it to open.

- Click on the Embed/Link Option
• Copy and paste the Segment URL into D2L

To add a links to a resource in D2L:

Click New and choose Create a Link.
Fill out a title for the film, copy and paste the link from Films on Demand, and check the box next to ‘Open as External Resource’.

Important note: the address must read as https not http. If the link starts with http, it will not work. Click on Create.

Be sure to publish your work after you're done so that students can access the page.